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The Federal Building is located in central, downtown Providence at 
one end of a large open space formerly known as Exchange Place. It was 
completed in 1908 from designs by Clark and Howe—an important local 
firm which won over nine other contestants in a design competition held 
by the United States Treasury Department in 1903. It exemplifies the 
adaptive neo-classicism of the Ecole de Beaux-Arts, whose style, under 
sponsorship of the National Fine Arts Commission in Washington, had be 
come the mode for governmental buildings in the capital and elsewhere in 
this country at the turn of the century. It is a large rectangular free 
standing structure of four main storeys above a basement or ground floor 
and around a light court. It is five bays in width and ten in depth, 
faced with limestone and capped by a hipped roof of metal. It originally 
housed the United States District Court, the Post Office and the local 
Customs bureau (the latter two agencies no longer being in the building).

A rusticated first storey provides a platform for the architectural 
adornment of the building on its four elevations (of which the west one 
contains the principal entrances). The west and east fa9ades are each 
given a "palace" treatment incorporating all four storeys: a central 
pavilion of three generous bays is projected slightly from the main 
block; above arched portals at street level and a belt course which sur 
rounds the building, there is in this pavilion an unpedimented tetra- 
style temple front in antis, its colossal Corinthian columns three storeys 
high. The antae somewhat echo the column capitals by having deep bands 
of carved acanthus leaves across their tops. Antae and columns support 
an entablature with modillioned cornice which runs around the entire 
building and supports a parapet of piers and balusters. A low balustrade 
also runs between the bases of the four columns of the temple fronts. 
Between these column-bases, at second-floor level, are three French win 
dows set in enframements of engaged Doric columns supporting moulded lin 
tels carrying scluptured swags and cartouches. In the very tall rectang 
ular areas above these windows are set round-headed openings in which the 
windows of both third and fourth floors are included, giving a piano 
nobile effect. These openings have scrolled keystones, and there are 
carved swags in the spandrels. The remaining single, flanking bays of 
the west and east elevations have plain window openings with rusticated 
voussoirs at street level and simple rectangular windows, empanelled be 
tween piers, on each of the three upper floor levels. The windows of 
the second and third floors are given tripartite division by metal mul- 
lions; those of the fourth floor are given a similar but more pronounced 
division by stone mullions. To the left and right of the three portals 
_of the west front are large allegorical statuary groups of stone, on

They are by J. Massey Rhind and represent national and civic
progress.

long sides (north and south) of the Federal Building are treated 
mariaejr which, with a degree of majesty, is nevertheless not as ornate

(See Continuation Sheet.)
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as that employed on the west and east fa9ades. Here the corner bays are 
repeated above a rusticated base, but there are no temple fronts in the 
long stretches between them. At first-floor level runs a stretch of round- 
arched openings, some of which were always windows and some of which have 
been entrances. The three upper floors comprise a lengthy series of bays 
contained between colossal Corinthian pilasters and have tripartite window 
openings. The effect is, however, still palatial, although constricted 
streets and present traffic patterns make it difficult to stand off at a 
sufficient distance to appreciate the intended effect.

The exterior has not had noticeable alteration or change in appear 
ance since it was constructed, with the minor exception of the recent re 
moval of metal canopies which sheltered former mail-loading doors on the 
north, and this can be thought of as an improvement.

The principal lobby for entrance and circulation is within the west 
portals and runs the width of the building. (Nearly all the space behind 
it was once used for postal services but has latterly been divided into 
offices, both on the ground floor and on a mezzanine.) This lobby, twenty- 
four feet in height, has a marble pavement and handsome groined limestone 
vaulting, which was considered unusual in its time. There are other em 
bellishments, such as carved ceiling rosettes, carved allegorical masks, 
hanging lamps, wall torcheres, fine ironwork in the railing of the imposing 
stair. A fountain of modern composition or plastic, containing artificial 
greenery, was inserted in the lobby during a redecoration undertaken by 
the General Services Administration in 1966, when several movable semi- 
partitions or screens were also introduced there.

Upper floors of the Federal Building mainly contain, as expected, 
plain and functional offices, the necessary corridors etc,—with the usual 
stained woodwork, frosted glass, linoleum floors and large, undraped win 
dows. The very conspicuous exceptions, wherein the external elegance of 
this building is matched, are the suites devoted to the Federal Courts, 
consisting of one large court-room, one smaller one and a law library. The 
most impressive of these is the large oval chamber of the Federal District 
Court on the third floor, set at the centre of the west front and utilising 
the arched windows of that fa9ade. This tall room is richly panelled in 
oak, between fluted pilasters supporting the cornice which encircles a 
domed ceiling containing a stained-glass skylight. The main entrance to

m has a handsomely carved enframement culminating in a broken seg- 
mefttaCfcpediment with dentils, carried upon consoles with foliate carving 

swa£s\; centred within the pediment is an American eagle atop a trophy 
reath and fasces. Floor spaces in this room are divided by 
>n railings with cappings of polished brass. The smaller, rec-

(See Continuation Sheet-2.)
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tangular court-room is somewhat similarly treated with oak columns, pilas 
ters and panels and has a range of ornamental plaster-work between panel 
ling and cornice5 this room, has, however, lost its skylight. The Law 
Library has panelling, carving and shelving of mahogany and imposing marble 
mantels *

Both exterior and interior of this building have always had careful 
maintenance. The exterior still appears as the architects intended it, and 
interior alterations have been, necessarily and predictably, confined to re 
arrangements of office and utility spaces.

GPO 901.082
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Clarke and Howe 1 s well-preserved Federal Building is, inside and 
out, an ] elegant and handsome example of the Beaux-Arts stjle as em 
ployed early in this century to house governmental agencies with the 
dignity considered requisite to their status. This it would do well 
anywhere. However, in Providence it admirably fulfills another function- 
that of being a vital architectural anchor, by mass and placing, to a 
w^^e downtown area in which it also shares primacy as an aesthetic 
treasure/(Primacy is shared with the fine, facing City Hall, an ppulent 
mansarded structure).

The plaaa upon which the Federal Building fronts is tte only size 
able open space (even having a little green planting) in all of downtown 
Providence, and since the mid-XIX-Century it has always been bounded 
by the more important and monumental of the city's buildings •. In the 
early 1900's this space was enlarged when the railroad terminal was re 
built at a location more to the north of the plaza than, as previously, 
in its middle. This square is now chiefly bounded by the City Hall at 
the west5 a cliff of tall, modern office buildings at tte south; the 
Federal Building at its east; and the spread-out complex of the railroad 
terminal above a grassed embankment at the north.

As an example of architectural eclecticism handled with taste and 
discretion—and such was not always the case in its era—the Federal 
Building may be considered the masterpiece of the firm of Clarke and 
Howe. It was designed when Wallis E. Howe was still only in his early 
thirties. In its bulk and in the scale of its exterior oimament, itt is 
very apparent that thought was given to achieving a good balance and re 
sponse between this strtmture and the imposing City Hall of 1873, which 
is nearly on axis at the west end of the plaza.

The Federal Building commands admiration and deserves preservation. 
Its fine qualities are more easily to be preserved, now that those ageri- 
" ies which might have caused crowfing and deleterious alteration have 

s— moved elsewhere.
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